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Compound Interest

Mensuration

Tigonometry

Statistics

Malhematical Formulae

rY
Total amount: P I

100.)

Curved surface drea of a cone = tt'l

Surface area of a sphere :422'z

volume of a cone : !**f
4"

Volume of a sphere: - zr
3

Area of triangle l-B g : I 
o6 sinC

2

Arc length = r0,where d is inradians

Sector area = - l0 , wherc d is in radians

(

[.

abc
sin I sinB sin C

a2 =b2 +c2 -2bc cos A

Z"fx

tvtean : I./

f;
Standard deviation =

t,
(z r,\'
l.r/l
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1(a) Given that 327 +273 =3r, nnd f

Awwer k= ll
2

2

(b) Simplifu ,l * ' ,leaving your answers in positive indices4x-a

-x
4 18 27

y3

Answer

The curve below has an equation ! = f + c , State a possible value ofn aad the value ofc.

v

=l

0
x

Answer n =

PartnerlnLearning
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J Jasmin has 240 two-centimetre cubes. She arranges all of the cubes into a cuboid. The perimeter
ofthe base ofthe cuboid is 40 cm. Each side ofthe cuboid has a length greater than 4 cm.
Find the height of the cuboid.

Answer cm t2l

Violet intends to arrange z regular pentagons in a ring. The diagram shows the partially
completed ring.
Find n.

An-swer n --

PartnerlnLeaming
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5 The bar chart shows the number of traffic accidents resulting in injury from 2014 to 2018.
(https:/ /vww.budgetdirect.com.sg/car-insurance/research/road-accidentstatistics-in-
singapore)

Number of Accidents Resulting in lnjuries (2014 - 2018)

4,504

a,o5a

7ao9
7.724 2590

aOl,t 2015 201* zaLT zoLa

PartnerlnLeaming
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6 (a) Given that

( = {aU triangles}

R = { right-angled tiangles }
J = {fiangl65 u/ith three unequal sides }
,4 is a kiangle with 45', 45' and 90'.
B is a kiangle with 7 cm, 7 cm and 3 cm.
C is a triangle with sides 9 cm, 12 cm and 15 cm.

Represent the above information on a Venn Diagram in the space below.

L2)

(b) Write down the sets represented by the following shaded region

(i)

Answer tll

The speed of light is 3x 108 m,/s. Earth is 150 million lrn from the sun. How long does light take
to travel from the sun to the earth. Round your answer to the nearest minute.

Answer______________ mirrutes l2f

ParlnerlnLeaming
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8 A maximum quadratic curve with the equation y = -* + bx + c has a tuming poilt at (3,7), find

the value of b and of c .

I 612 -10
9 Solve tbe eouation 

---=4r+l t_;

Awwer x = or, : l4

PartnerlnLearning
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l0

1l

)1 -1),2 l-r
slmnlltv _ x _' ' 4-21 +5x -2r-3

Answer

h the diagram below, )Z is the chord ofa circle. XIis the diarneter ofthe circle, centre O.

Giyen that )Z : 9 cm 
^nd 

yZ : r/83 cm, calculate

X

(a) the length of XY-

Answer XY =

O) IYXZ,

PartnerlnLeaming
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(c) IYOZ nraiJiam

(d) the area of the maj or segmett YZ.

rad l2lAnswer IYOZ =

Answer: cm2 131

ParlnerlnLeaming
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t2

(b)

Write down a possible equation for each ofthe sketch graphs below.
In each case select one ofthe equations from the box above.

(a) v

x

PartnerlnLeaming
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v

y=f -q y = -3(4)' f=4-x2 y -- 4x-2

Y = -2x4 Y=4-l ) = -3(-4I y=* +q
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13 Make .x the subject in the equation y = * -8x+16-f.

Answer

14 In the diagram shown below, it is given that lP : 5 cm, BP = 2 cm and ,{R : 3 cm.

ARC, ABP ar.d ROP are straight lines.

Show, with clear reasons, that triangl e ABC is congnrent to triangle ,4XP.

tzl

15 A lake has an actual area of 2.5 km2. The area of tle lake on the map is 40 cm2. The distance

betwe€n two towns on the map is 45 cm. Find the actual distance, in kilomefies, between tle two
towns.

PartnerlnLeaming
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l6 (a) Solve the io"qrruliti". 
&- 12 

< 3x +t <!1

PartnerlnLeaming
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Answer ll

Answer_fu 13)

Answer-f3f

O) Hence, write down all the prime numbers that satis& 
9-12 

< 3, *l . l7' 
.

21
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17 Factorise completely 4l - lzty +9)? -1.

l8 The Verur diagram shows the elements of ( and three s ets A, B ud C.

( = {.r: x is a positive integer such that 0 <, < 14}

5

I 3
7

1l

9

A B

(a) Describe in words the elements in set C.

O) Use one of the symbols below to complete each statement.

Aceee\

(f ,a'n (r a c)

(ii) 3 .A

PartnerlnLeaming
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l9

20

The time taken to assemble a car is inversely proportional to the number ofworkers involved. 4
workem can complete the assembly in .r days. If 6 more workers are involved the assembly can
be completed 3 days in advance.
(a) Find the value of.r.

Answer x :
(b) Find the number ofworkers requted if the assembly is to be comFleted in 2 days

Answer 2)

b,the frgxe, ABCD is a quadrilateral. The point Xis such that,1? and lD are the angle bisectors
of angle lBC and angle /DC respectively.

Reflex angle BCD: 200' and reflex angle BXD = 225' . A
Calculate angle 8,4D.

l

B

C

l

PartnerlnLeaming
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2r (a)

22

An open container in a shape ofan inverted cone has radius of 10 cm and height of
30 cm. Water is poured into the container at a constant rate of 5acm3ls rmtil it is
completely filled to the brim.
Find the time taken for the container to be completely filled.

Answet s [11

(b) Sketch the graph of the waterJevel against time below.

Height (cm)

ttl

A popular &ink is produced in two similar bottle sizes. The height of the large bottle ,4 is I 8 cm
while the height of the smaller bottle I is 12 cm.

l8 cm

12 cm

If the selling prices ofbottles I and.B are $24.90 and $6.90 respectively, which bottle provides
better value for mone/ Justiff your answer clearly. t3]

PartnerlnLeaming
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23 The cumulative frequency diagnm shows the times taken by 200 girls from school I running
2.4 krn test. The box-and-whisker pot shows the times for another group of girls from school B

Cumulative Frequency School,4
250
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0
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School .B

Timing in minutes

(a) 75% ofthe girls in school B failed the test. Find the number ofgirls who passed in school

A.

Answer t1l

(b) 30% ofthe girls in school I took longer than , minutes. Find I t2l

Awwer.--.-.....-.......'.......'. ........'... t2I

(c) Find the proportion of girls in school I who took between 14.5 minutes and 17 minutes to

complete the run.

Answer 2l

PartnerlnLearning
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24 (a) Construct kite ,4,8 CD . AD : CD : 9 cm. AB and BC have already been drawn.
Measue and state the length of the longest diagonal.

Anwer

o)
(c)

Constnrct the perpendicular bisector BC.
Construct the bisector of the angle lBC.

(il) ABCD represents a plot of land which is to be used for a park. A caf6 is to be built in par\
nearer to I than to D and nearer to AD than AB. Shade the region where the caf6 is to be
built.

PartnerlnLeaming
112
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25 Ahmad and Beng Hai want to rent lockers in school. The lockers are in two levels. Locken lA to
I C are on the lower leyel aDd Irckers 2A ro 2C are on the next level. Ilckers are assigned to

each student randor y.

(e) Using a possibility diagram, represent the two lockers that the two boys can be allocated
such that they are next to each other on ttre same level.

t2l

O) Find the probability that Ahmad and Beng Hai are randomly allocated lockers next to
each other on Irvel 2.

Answer ll
(c) Find the probability that Ahmad and Beng Hai are randomly allocated lockers on

different levels.

Answer ll
(d) If the lockers 2C was not available. Find the probability that the friends will be

allocated lockers next to each other at any level.

Answer

End of paper

PartnerlnLeaming
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Qn

I
A sequence is given by the formula P r*1 = (P r)2 * mP , whue m

is a constant.

1a Given that Pr =3, show that Pz=3m+9.

lb Given that P = - 
3 

,find the value of z,24

lci By using the answer in O), find P3, Pa and P5 .

I cii By considering the terms of P1, P2,P1,PaaadP, or otherwise, find

ttre value ofP2615 .

PartnerlnLearning
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2a The diagram shows a pyramid ABCDEFG. The base ofthe
pyramid is a regular pentagon of side 6 cm. The tip F is vertically
above the cenffe of the pentagon, G,ar,dAF= t4cm. Calculate
the angle lGB.

B

A

2b Show that lG = 5.1039 cm, correct to five significant figures. t2)

G

A B3cm

Calculate the height of the plramid, FG. l2l

2d The pyramid is the model for a paper weight that is to be gold
plated. To reduce costs the pyramid is made smaller such that the
smaller pyramid remains geometrically similar to the original
pyramid but its height is reduced by 35%.

The surface area of the large pyramid is S cm3. Express the
surface area of the new pyramid as a percentage of S.

t3l

2c

PartnerlnLeaming
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3i Given that the points P(r,t), 0(t,-z) ana n 1-+,-6t) lie on a

line, furd the value oft.

PartnerlnLeaming
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Gradient of lB : Gradient ofAC

Find the length of the line segment PQ.3ii

4 Quadrilateral IBCD is a field with AB :90 m nd BC: 78 m and

.4 is due north of D. The bearing of B fuomA is too", the bearing

ofB from C is ozs'and the bearing ofD from Cis zza'.

90m

78m

B

A

I
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4aj Show that angle l-BC : 75'.

4aii Calculate the bearing of C from D,

4aii Calculate the length oflC.

4bi A &one hovers at a height of 70 m above D. A man ofheight l 75r
walks along path

lC. He stopped at E to take a picture of the drone when the
maximum angle of

depression from the drone to the top of the man's head was 58'.
Calculate the length of DE.

4bii Calculate the area of the field IBCD.

5 Adam runs a drink stall fi'anchise in 4 locations. The number of
cups for

each t)?e of drink sold a day is shown in the table below.

PartnerlnLeaming
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5b

tll5a Represent the above inforrnation as a 4x3matrixP.

The price of drinks are shown in the table below.

Drink Price (SGD$)
Coffee 1.50

Tea I

Fruit Juice z

the above ir:formation as a 3 x 1 matrix N.Represent

illEvaluate the matrix T : PN.5c

5d State what each of the elements of matrix T

PartnerlnLeaming
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5ei

5eii

The cost ofall the ingredients per day for Branch A, B, C and D is
shown in the table below.

Find the value ofp and q.

The rental and operating cost per day for Branch A, B, C md D rs
shown in the table below.

Branch Rental & Operating
Cost (SGD)

A 40
B 45
C 50
D 60

PartnerlnLeaming
120

12)

12)

All ingredients for drinks
Branch In USD In SGD
A p 27
B l2 16.20

C l6 21.60
D 23 q
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6 44 boys ran the 2.4 kn and their timings are shown in the table.

t
minutes

Frequenc

8<t <9 9<t<1O 1O<r<11 tt< t <12 t2< t <13 13<t <14

6I h t2 11 k

The estimated mean timing is 1 1.477 minutes. Estimate to the
nearest integer the value of} and the value of*.

6b Estimate the standard deviation. tll

6c Explain why in this case, the mean is better than the median as a

measure of central tendency.
t1l

6d Another group of35 boys ran the 2.4 lcn and thet mean and

standard

deviation were 1 I .7 minutes and 2. 10 minutes respectively.
Comment on

the timings of these two groups of boys.

t2)

7 It is given that point -,4 lies on the y-axis while point B lies on the x-
axis such that

OB : 2OA, wherc O is the origin. given that the line lB passes

through the point

t3l

PartnerlnLeaming
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8 ln the diagram, line lB and line CD are tangents to point I and
point D respectively on the circumference ofthe circle with centre

O. A,ngle DAE -33" ,atgle ECD:59" afiAECis a sraight
lille. E, F, and G are points on the circumference ofthe circle.

A
B

E

C

8a Find angle EOD. tll

8b Find angle EFD

8c Find angle EGD

Ed A circle is drawn with the line lC as its diameter. Explain why
pointDwill

not lie on the circumference of the ctcle.

12)

PartnerlnLeaming
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8e and meet at L Find the angle ATD.Lne AB and CD are extended

9 Mr Chan &iving a car at 50 lm/h passes a lamppost A and stops

at lamppost B, one hour later. When Mr Chan passes the lamppost

A, Mr Lim, on a motorcycle, starts from A and overtakes Mr

Chan. The motorcycle has uniform acceleration of 80 lan/h2 . The

speed-time gaphs of Mr Chan and Mr Lim are shown in the

diagram.

Speed (km/h)

50
Mr Chan

Lim

20

0
0700 0't20 0745 0800

Time (h)

9ai I2lFind the speed ofthe car at 0715 h.

PartnerlnLearning
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9ai
i

Find the speed of the motorcycle at 07 45 h. t1l

9ai
II

Find the time, to the nearest minute, the motorcycle overtakes the
car, givon that it was between 0720 h and 0745 h

t4l

Let t minutes be the time taken by Mr. Lim to overtake Mr. Chan

PartnerlnLeaming
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10

9b Sketch the acceleration time graph for Mr. Chan. 12)

The diagram below shows a rectangle with breadth (x +15) cm' The circle with

ce lrle at A has a radius of
l0 cm. The semicircle with centre at I and the semicircle with centre C are

congruent and each has a radius
of .r cm. The small circle with centre A touches the semicircles at point D ail' E.

The line ,4 O bisects the
length ofthe rectangle and is a tangent to both of the semicircles.

PartnerlnLeaming
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cm
(r + ls)

l0a Write down an expression, in terms of x, for the length lC. tll

r0b Write down an expression, in terms of .r, for the length O,4. t1l

10c Hence, write down an equation and show that it simplifies to

I -tox-75=0.
t3l

r0d Solve the equation I -l0x-75 = 0. 121

10e Hence, find the shaded area. t2)

11 A couple intends to pwchase a HDB flat and they intend to take a
loan from a

financial institution. The formula to calculate the monthly
mortgage payment is

grven by

PartnerlnLeaming
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11

a
If the couple takes a $100000 loan to be repaid in l0 years, find
the total interest paid as a percentage ofthe loan, assuming an

interest rate of 2oZ per annum.

t3l

11

b
The couple intends to take a loan from a financial imtitution. so

they will need to p ay 25Yo of the pice as down payment. For ttre

do*n-payment, they intend to pay up to $50000.

An online search yielded information in the tables below.

2021 Prices in

t3l

PartnerlnLeaming
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Tt ${ph hhidr lo bI. ! b.a tsB . &r{r(ld ir*h'tdqr, ro rlEy wrll nccJ to poy ?5X of
lic F iE !ts & r.ytrlla Poa r dor!flyrpt, lb,/ rntad b p.rr 14 to tJ00O0,

AD c{ir lsrh ylclrcd it!futEd'lo! i! dl' nk lchw.

t0lr I' crs in

BTo Flrt (M.tur*

J I I ,fi10 lo 56 I ?,m0

q)

3

t'lEtr

Raoltl {Fb ) ll?,000 ro t:77.@0 r

,000 lo l{: I .000 !t5 0,000 to SJ80.&{

.{X}0 lo $J50,0t}, ,

lo s700,t00.000 to 37:i-06$

e6rtr, Ooor rer 1ryn n*uy
Totl rc, gfb.*laiE

Toal m, ofbe&nqnr
(Sours: lr$rlnffs,ftdb,'Dy.rt/$rideotidft..yrn3"&frllrlrltr'gcditl8"t dd,/ry!cr"of-fr$1

(t) Ddgrmi*6 dl tllc tn . of nrt, rid thc {or+t crl roruid{,,{re[rii.lt,

l&tpt.#
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!6 .sd {5

I

I

60b6' I'O

3

190.000 to t162.000

HDf, Bm ltrr Gl'F
fttrtlra &rt.r!r)

I 61,000 lo S?4&00tr

lo S3E 1.000

Fi9.-Roorn ln lJ!6.000

.l-BorrnlI IDB Fl{t I t 2"lloom Flcnl I .!.R.(rm 5-Rronr

!
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$350,000 to
$380,000Three-Room

$164,000 to
$248,000

lsz

Ito

05,000 to
21,000

$253,000 to
$381,000

l$: t t.ooo ro

lsorz,ooo

$420,000 to
$550,000Four-Room

$405,000 to
$516,000

ls+zr,ooo,o
l$72s,000

$520,000 to
$700,000Five-Room

BP- 1 29

(Source: https://www.hdb. gov.sg/residentiaVbuying-a-
fl aVresale/getting-started/types-of-fl ats)

Determine all the types of flats that the couple can consider
purchasing.

PartnerlnLeaming
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Source: https ://www.singsaver.com.sq,/blogy'costs-of-bto-fl at-
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l1c Based on the information given in the tables only, give the type of
flat that gives the best value for the money spent. State one
assumption that the couple could have made.

PartnerlnLeaming
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Based on the price per sq m criterion, the fust choice is a HDB BT
Flats (Non-Mature Estates) Two-Room (Flexi) 45 sq m in the lowe
pnce range.
Assumption, only one is needed:
1. The prices oftle different types ofhousing remains stable

regardless of region.
2. All the different types of flats are available.

3. Without detailed information, tle couple assumes that for
each floor area, there can be the firll range ofprices, e'g. for a

45 m2 flat, the prices can rango from $90,000 to $162,000.
4. Without detailed information, either the range of minimum to

maximum, or the midpoint can be used for calculation.

In each category, the lowest price corresponds to the smallest floor
area, and the higher price to the larger floor area.

t2 The variables ofx and y are connected by the equation*z
,L -16x

Some corresponding values ofx and/, correct to two decimal
places, eglven in the table below.

x 0.5 I 1.5 2 2.5 3

v p -0.83 -1.29 -1.33 -1.16 -0.83
t2
a

Find the value ofp. tll

t2
b

Use a scale of2 cm to represent 1 unit, draw a horizontal x-axis
fromo < x < 6. Use a scale of 4 cm to represent 1 rmit, draw a

vertical y-axis from-2 3 Y !4.
On your axes, plot the points given in the table and join them with
a smooth curve.

t3 l

PartnerlnLearning
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l2c f
Use your graph to find the solutions of _

6

'2

+ 20
x

tzl

t2
d

By drawing a tangent, find the gradient of the curve at (3, -0.83) . tzl

tlll2e On the same axes, draw the line ofwith gradient -0.5 that passes

I through the point with coordinates (+,-l) .

PartnerlnLeaming
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l2e
tt

Write down the equation of this line. tll

12e
iii

Write down the r-coordinates of the points where the line intersects

the curve.
12)

l2e
iv

These values ofx are the solutions of the equation

I + .# -24x+ B = 0. Find the value of I and of B.
l2l

PartnerlnLeaming
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Malhematical Formulae

Compound Interest

Mensuration

Tigonometry

Statistics

Totalamount: 
"[r.t *J

Cnrved surface are a of a cone : 771

Surface area of a sphere = 422

( ,\,

I
Volume of a cone - - rln

3

Volume of a sphe ,"= 
4 of
3

Area of triangle IBC :

Arc length: r0,where d is in radians

Sector area = lle ,*tn"d is in radians
2

o6 sinCI

,

a b

sinl sin8 sinC

a2 =8 +c2 -2bc cos A

z.r,
uean : I./

ztr (zn\'
u -l:,r)Standard deviation :

Secondary Four Preliminary Mathematics Examination 2021
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1(a) Givefl that 327 +273 =3i,findL.

327 _3e =lk
32't-e _ 3r
&:18

Answer k=

O) Simplifo 4xJ
4

_-lyt * ' ,leaving your answers in positive indices.

18 27
y3

42

{.Yt "zt/18
6

= 
6Yt

f
_ 6)?
- ---i-

x

2 The curve below has an equati on y={ +c. State a possible value ofz and the value of c.

x

ll

I 0

Y={ +c
n:-|
c:I

Awwer n:
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3 Jasmin has 240 two-centimetre cubes. She arranges al1 of the cubes into a cuboid. The perimeter
ofthe base ofthe cuboid is 40 cm. Each side ofthe cuboid has a length greater than 4 cm.
Find the height ofthe cuboid.

Dimension ofcuboid is 2/ x 2b x 2h:23 \ lbh
:23 x 240

240:2ax3x5
40 = 41+ 4b
l0:l+b
l0:2+ 23 (rej), 10=22+(2 x 3)
2a xix5=Qz)Qx3)h
h: l0
Height is 20 cm

lnterior algle of the regular pentagon _ r 80(5 -2)
5

= 108
Interior angle ofthe regular n-side polygon form
in the centre ofthe ring = :66-r,r0t,

:lM
,*_180(n-2)

n
l44n=180n-360
36n =360
n=10

Secondary Four Preliminary Mathematics Examination 202I
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Answer n =

PartnerlnLeaming
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l

Answer ____.9m {2)

Violet intends to arrange n regular pentagons in a ring. The diagram shows the partially
completed ring.
Find z.
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The bar chart shows the number of traffic accidents resulting in injury from 2014 to 2018
(https://www.budgetdirect.com.sg/car-insurancelresearch/road-accident-statistics-in-
singapore)

Number of Accldents Resulting in lnjuries (2014 - 2018)

aio4

a.o5a

7AO9
77?6

z690

2A11 2015 2Aa6 2017 20LA

State how this bar chart can be misleading to the reader. t1l

The bars in the bar chart do not start from zero. The relative heights ofthe bars can mislead the

reader into thinking the differences are larger than what is actually given. For example, The

frequency for 2016 is 83M and the frequency for 2017 is7726, so the difference is 578, but the
height ofthe 2016 bar is twice that for the 2017 bar.
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6 (a) Given that

( = {a[ triangles]

R = { right-angled triangles }
S = {triangles with three unequal sides }
I is a triangle with 45', 45' and 90'.
.B is a triangle with 7 cm, 7 cm and 3 cm.
C is a triangle with sides 9 cm, 12 cm and 15 cm.

l2l

(b) Write down the sets represented by the following shaded region

(11

Answer il
(Aw B)' w(A.B')

7 The speed of light is 3 x I 08 m/s. Earth is 1 50 million km from the sun. How long does light take
to travel from the sun to the earth. Round answer to the nearest mirute.

An^cwer minutes t2)

Secondary Four Preliminary Mathematics f,xamination 2021
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R
s

B

B

150000000_= 5UU s
3x 105

= 8.33 minutes
: 8 minutes (nearest minute)

Represent the above information on a Venn Diagram in the space below.
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8 A maximum quadratic curve with the equation y =-i +bx+c has a turning point at (3,7), fud

the value of b and of c .

y=-(

/=-(

x-3)2 +7

x2 6x +o)+t

y=-x2 +6x-9+7

Y=-x2 +6x-2
Therefote,6:6andc=4.

1

9 Solve the equation ;

Answer x = or, : 14)

Secondary Four Preliminary Mathematics Examination 2021
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6x2 -10

l- xz

4

I 6l -10 4
x+l

1

r-?
6f -to 4

x+t (1-rxr +1)

l-x 6i -10
(l-r)(x+1)(1- r)(.r +t)

l- x-6i +10

(t-.x)(r+1)

-6i - x +ll
=4

(t- r)(x +t)

4l -x+ll=4-af
-4i -x+11+4* -4=0
-2* -x+7 =0

1+ -1 -4 -2 7

2 1
x *1.6375 or x x 1.137 5

x*1.64 or xx1.l4

[Turn Over]
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)1 -1)? I -.rlU Slmnlltv 

-x-.

' . _3_2.1 +5x -2x-3

b) IYXZ:*,'tfj

: al.a'(ld.p)

27 -12* l-x_x_
4-2* +5x -2x -3

3(e - 4t) l-xx_
(-2x+3)(;r-l)
3(3 -?x)(3 +2:")

-2x -3
{x- 1)

(-2x + 3)(.r - 1) -(b +t)
3

Anrwer

In the diagram below, )Z is the chord of a circle. XI is the diarneter ofthe circle, cente O.

Given that XZ : 9 cm utd YZ : 63 cm, calculate

x

(a) the length ofXI,

(a) By using Pythagoras Theorern,

=.[4
=12

Awwer XY =

(b) LYxz ,

l

1l

Answer IYXZ =

ll

Secondary Four Preliminary Mathematics Examination 2021
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(c) IYOZ ml. dian,

LOXZ is at bosceles trirngle.
(c) ZYOZ :2 x tYM

(l ext angle : sum ofint. opp. angle)

= 82-8192'
: 1.45 rad (3s0

OR
AOIT is an isosceles tsiengle.

ZXOZ =r80" - (2x 41.4096)"

= 97.1807" ( Z on a st. line)

tYoz = r -( 97;1"8;07'lt

( '* i
--1.45 rad (3s.f)

Awwer ZYOZ =

(d) the area of the maj ot segmetfi YZ.

Answer :

Secondary Four Preliminary Mathematics Examination 2021
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rad l2l

cm2 t3l

(d) Area of the major segment fZ
: area of major se ctat YZ+ ared of frangle YOZ

$)2eE -1.445469) (6)'zsin ( 1.445469)
I

2

I+_
2

= 105 cm2 (3s.0

OR

Area of major sector YOZ : 360 - 82.8192
x r(6)2

360
: 87.0789 cm2

I
Area of ria::gle YOZ:' x (6)2 x sin(82.8192)

2
= 17.8168 cm2

Area of major segment YZ = 105 cm2 13s.9

[Turn Overl
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t2

Write down a possible equation for each of the sketch graphs below.
In each case select one ofthe equations from the box above.

(a)

x

@) y=a-l

(b)

x

(u) r = -:(a)'

Secondary Four Preliminary Mathematics Examination 2021
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v

0

v

0

y=x1 -4 y = -3(4Y !=4-x2 7 = 4x-2

! = -2xa /=4-x1 y =-3(4Y Y=l+4
I
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13 Make x the subject in the equation y = f -Bx+16-f .

? -Bx+16- y2

I =? -sr+$-f
zf = ? -tx+rc

4? =(x-4)2
x-a=r€y

x=4+ 2y

Answer 3l

In the diagram shown below, it is given ld:rzt AP : 5 cm, BP : 2 cm and l.R = 3 cm.

ARC, ABP and RQP are straight lines.
Show, with clear reasons, that triangle IBC is congru.ent to triangle lRP. A

tzl

In triangle.4BC and triangle ARP,

Angle.,4 is common.

Angle ABC = Angle l.RP = 90' (given)
AB:5_2:3cm=AR
Therefore ABC= rxP(AAS

l5 A lake has an actual area of 2.5kmz. The area of the lake on the map is40 cm2. The distance

between two towns on the map is 45 cm. Find the actual distance, in kilometres, between the two

towns.

Area Scale :40 cr?'25kn1
= 40 cm2 : 2.5 x100000 x100000 cm'z

= I :625000000
LinearScale=l:25000

: I cm : 0.25 l<rn

:45cm : I l.25km
OR
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40 cm2 on the map = 2.5 hn2 on the ground

Jrlg cm on the m 
"p 

: JZS kn on the ground

I cm .tzs
',/40

kn

45 cm = 45x
D-<

J40-
= I 1.25 Lm

OR
Let the distance between the two towns be d hn.

45v
\2
I

)
40

=23

2025

d2

=16

2025

l6
a =as 1a >o)

4

Awwer lrrn t3l

16 (a) Solve the irrequalitie, 
&- 12 <lx +l <171 .

8x -12 a r, *, .l1x
23

@<3r+l and
2

3: +l < 
&

J

3, +l <17"
J

9x +3 < l1x
8x-12<6x+2
8x-6x<2+12

2.x <14

x<7

and 9x -l7x <-3
-8r < -3

3.r>-
8

Therefore, 1., <l
8

Secondary Four Preliminary Mathematics Examination 2021
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An-rwer 3l

(b) Hence, write down all the prime numbers that satisfy 
9-! 

<3, *1 <17' .

23
The prime numbers are 2, 3, 5 and 7

Answer 1l

I

I
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17 Factorise completely 4l - l2lry +9)? -l

4i - l2xy +9)| -l : (2x -3y)2 -12
: (2x -3y -l)Qx - 3y + I )

l8

(a) The elements in set C are the prime numben between 0 and 14.

OR The set C is the set of prime numbers.

(b) Use one ofthe symbols below to complete each statement.

Oce.eeL

The Venn diagram shows the elements of ( and three sets A, B and C.

6 : {:: r is a positive integer such that 0 <.r < 14}

9

A B

(a) Describe in words the elements in set C.

(i) l' ..r (

(ii) 3

B oC )

A

Secondary Four Preliminary Mathematics Examination 2021
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o
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20

The time taken to assemble a car is inverseiy proportional to the number of workers involved. 4
workers can complete the assembly in x days. If 6 more workers are involved, the assembly can
be completed 3 days in advance.
(a) Find the value ofx.

Let 7 = number of works, D = number of days required
k

4
k=4x

^k
10

ft= lOx - 30
l0x-30=4x
x=5

Answer x : 21

(b) Find the mrmber of workers required if the assembly is to be completed in 2 days

(b) When ;r = 5 ,_k
5=

4
k:20
o=20

w
WhenD:2 days, W:10 workers.

lnthe fiEnre, ABCD is a quadrilateral. The point Xis slch thal XB and XD are the angle bisecton
of argle ABC and angle IDC respectively.

asflslr angl6BCD: 200'andreflex atgle BXD = 225' . A
Calculate ,ngle .BlD.

D

Obtuse angle BCD = 360" - 200' = 160" (Angles at a poinQ
Obtuse angle B)O =3600 -2250 =135' (Angles at a point)
Angle CBX + angle CDX = 360'-160'-135' = 65' (angle sum of quadrilateral BCD)Q
Since XB and ld) bisect angle IBC arid, argle ADC rcspectively.
Angle ABC + 

^Itgle 
ADC = (ICBX + ICDX)x2

=65'x2=130"
Angle BAD = 360'-130"-160' = 70' (angle sum of quadrilateral ABCD)
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2t (a)

22

An open container in a shape ofan inverted cooe has radius of l0 cm and height of
30 cm. Water is poured into the container at a constant rate of 5 a cm3/s until it is
completely filled to the brim.
Find the time taken for the container to be completely filled.

Awwer t1l

O) Sketch the gra.ph of tle water-level against time below.

Height (cm)

30

ime (s) t lI

A popular drink is produced in two similar bottle sizes. The height ofthe large bottle I is l8 cm

while the height of the smaller bottle B is 12 cm.

18 cm

t2

Ifthe selling prices ofbottles I and B are $24.90 and $6.90 respectively, which bottle provides

better value for money? Justifu your answer clearly. t3]

Secondary Four Preliminary Mathematics Examination 2021
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200

(a) Volume of cooical container :
!'z(l0F(30)

3

= 1000 a cm3
10002

I lme laKen =
51t

=200s

[Turn Overl
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B
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23

Volume of A 18 5832 27

Volume of B t2 1728 8

Cost of 1 unidof volume for A --$2490
11

F$0.9222

Cost of I unidof volume for B = 
$6'90

8

i $0'8625
Sioce I uniC of liquid in bottle B cost lesser than I unid of liquid in bottle
l, bottle B is more value for money.

Note: Only award first method mark if student use 1cm3 instead of lunif

The cumulative frequency diagram shows the times taken by 200 girls from school I running
2.4 km test. The box-and-whisker pot shows the times for another group ofgirls fiom school B

Cumulative Irrequency School I
250

200

150

00

0
0 5 10 15

/
II

I
I

I
I
I

I

I
/

I

IIIIIIrIIIIIIIII

-IIIIIIIIIIIrIII

ITITIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

IIIIIIIII

IIIIIIII
IIII

II

ft
ta

IIIIIIIIIIII

IIT

IIIII
IIITIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

III

IIII

IIT

IIIII

ITIIIII

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII:IIIIII

IIITIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

ITIIIIIIrIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIITTIIII
III'I

20 25

Timing in minutes
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School B

Timing in minutes

(a) 75% ofthe girls in school B failed the test. Find the number ofgirls who passed in school

A,

(a) From school B, pr = 14 mins, which is the passing time.
Hence, number of girls in school ,4 who passed the test

=60 from curve

4nswer.......... ... t 1l

(b) 30% ofthe girls in school,4 took longer than I minutes. Find L l2l

30% ofthe girls x200=60
100

From the curve, 140 girls took 16 minutes or
less. So r=15

Answer....................................--... t2I

(c) Find the proportion ofgirls in school I who took between 14.5 minutes and 17 minutes to

complete the run

t =14.5 Cumulative Frequency = 80

t =17 Cumulative Frequen;cy =177

Proportion of girls = 
177 - 80 

,100 =48.5%
200

Awwer t2l
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24 (a) Construct kite lrCD. AD = CD : 9 cm. AB and, BC have already been drawn.
Measwe and state the length of the longest diagonal.

Answer

(a) Construct

B

.",

D

Length oflongest diagonal : 6.9cm - 7.1cm

o)
(c)

Construct the perpendicular bisector BC.
Constnrct the bisector of the ABC.

(d\ ABCD rcpresents a plot of land which is to be used for a park. A cafd is to be built in park,
nearer to I tian to D and nearer to AD lharr AB. Shade the region where the cafd is to be
built.

(d) See diagram
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25 Ahmad and Beng Hai want to rent lockers in school. The lockets are in two levels. Lockers 1A to

lC are on the lower level and Lockers 2A to 2C are on the next level. Lockers are assiped to

each student randomly.

(e) Using a possibility diagram, represent the two lockers that the two boys can be allocated

such that they are next to each other on the same level
Answer

Ahmad
Beng
Hai

1A IB IC 2A 2B 2C

1A 1 I 1 1 I

IB I 1 1 I

IC 1 1 I 1 I

2A 1 I 1 I I

28 i I I 1 I

2C I I I I 1

t2)

(b) Find the probability that Ahmad and Beng Hai are randomly allocated lockers next to

each other on Level 2.

Total number ofpossible outcomes : 30
P(Ahmad and Beng Hai have lockers on Level 2)

42
30 15

Answer ll
(c) Find the probability that Ahmad and Beng Hai are randomly allocated lockers on

different levels.

Total number ofpossible outcomes : 30
P(Ahmad and Beng Hai have lockers on different levels)

183
305

Answer ll
(d) Ifthe lockers 2C was not available. Find the probability that the friends will be

allocated lockers next to each other at any level.

Total number ofpossible outcomes = 20
P(Ahmad and Beng Hai have lockers next to each other)

63
20 10

Answer 2l

End of paper
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Qn Solutions

I
A sequence is given by the form da Pn+t = (Pr)z + mP* wherc m

is a constant.

la Given that Pr = 3 , show that Pz =3m + 9

P2=(P1f + m(P)

=32 + n(3)

--3m + 9 (shown)

lb Given that P = - 
5 

,find the value of m,24
J

P24

3m+9 = - 1
4

^=! -t -glIa )
^ ^l

4
(accept - 3.25, -

r3
)

4

lci By using the answer in (b), find P3,PaandP5.

( 3Y ( 13)r 3)

l1;1.t,fl11[
' [7] i

( 3Y ( 13)f 3)
P'=(?l .[-a.lao 

!='

lcii By considering the terms of pl, P2,P3,Pa and P, or othenvise, find

the value ofP2616 .

Pt=3

P =-"z4
P13

P =-"4Z
Ps=3

IJ
)+g=-

J
P

2016
= 3(-

4 4
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2a

G

The diagram shows a pyramid,4.B CDEFG. The base of the

pyramid is a regular pentagon of side 6 cm. The tip F is vertically
above the cente of the pentagon, G, and lr= t4 cm. Calculate

the angle AGB.

D

A

angle AGB 72"
5

2b Show that lG = 5.1039 cm, correct to five significant figures 12)

3 
= sin 36o

AG

AG = 3 
=5.10390485

sin36o

= 5.1039 cm

G

A B

36

3cm

2c Calculate the height of the pyramid, I'G tzl

rd =.,ry2 -,qd
rd --uz -5.103904852 =169.9501553

FG =13.01649321 = 13.0 cm

2d The pyramid is the model for a paper weight that is to be gold
plated. To reduce costs the pyramid is made smaller such that the
sma[er plramid remains geometrically similar to the original
pyramid but its height is reduced by 35%.

The surface area of the large pyramid is ,S cm3. Express tle
surface area of the new pyramid as a percentage of ,S.

t3l

FG =13.03649321cm

New height = 0.6 5x 13.03 649321

=8.473720587 cm

Page 2 of 18
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Surface of small p wamid 8.4737205872
0.4225,s r:.0364932:P

Surface of small pyrrmid:0.42255

The percentage =
s - 0.422ss

x 100
s

=57.75%

3i Given that the points P(3,t), p(r,-z) and R (-4,-{ft) lie on a
straight tine, fird the value of/r.

-2-k -6k-k
1-3 4-3

-7(-2-k) = -2(-7k)
14 + 7k =l4k

3ii Find the length of the line segment PQ.

Length of line segm ent PQ =

=20
:4.47 unit (3s.0

4 Quadrilateral IECD is a field with AB :90 m and BC = 78 m and
I is due north ofD. The bearing of B from A is roo", the bearing
ofB from C is ozs.and the bearing ofD from C is 2i8..

A

90m

B

78m
D

Page 3 of 18
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4ai Show that angle I BC = 75"
f)raw a no line on point B. Label due south point as ,.
IEBA=100" (alt. l, BE ll DA)

lEBC = 25'( alt. I to beuing of B from Q
Z,4BC =75'

4aii Calculate the bearing of C from D,
Draw a north line on point C. Label due south point as F
IFCD =278' -180"

= 98o

The bearing ofC from D = 098'

4aii Calculate the lengfu, of AC.
{Jsing cosine rule,

AC =go2 + 782 -2(go)(78)cos75o
rc=JO550:IE06T
AC =102.714m
lC = 103m (3s.0

4bi A drone hovers at a height of 70 m above D. A man ofheight 1.75n

walks along path
lC. He stopped at E to take a pichre of the drone when the

maximum angle of
depression from the drone to the top ofthe man's head was 58'.
Calculate the length of DE.
Vertical height of the drone from man : (70 - I .75)m

- 68.25m
68.25

tan 58' =
DE

DE = 42.647 m

DE =42.6m(3s.D
Note: If student didnt consider the height of the man in the
calculation, zero mark.

4bii Calculate the area of thefieldABCD.

Area of ABCD: t (toz.ltqgz.64z) + ! (90X78) sin75
22

:5580.621m2

= 5580 m2 (3s.0

5 Adam runs a drink stall franchise in 4 locations. The number of
cups for

each type of drink sold a day is shown in the table below.

Page 4 of 18
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Location Branch ,4
Branch -B
Branch C
Branch D

Types of Drink
Coffee Tea Fruit

Juice
60 42

0

30 35 t4
30 20

5a Represent the above information as a 4 x 3 makix P. t1l

{
,:l

(

6042s
24300 I

)

30 35 14
30 40 20

5b The price of drinks are shown in the table below.

Drink Price (SGD$)
Coffee 1.50
Tea 1

Fruit Juice 2

Represent the above bformation as a 3 x 1 matrix N.
/r.5 \

nr=lr I

[,]

5c Evaluate the matrix T = PN. tll
6042s )
24300

30 35 14

1.5

I

2

(30 40 2ol
142

)

66

108

25

5d State what each ofthe elements of matrix T represents.

The elements of matrix T represent the total amount of money
collected from all the drinks from branch A, B, C and D
respectively.

Or

The elements of matrix T represent the total amount of money
collected from all the drinks from each branch respectively.

Page 5 of 18
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The elements of matrix T represent the arnount of money
collected from all the drinks &om branch A, B, C and D
respectively.

The elements of matrix T represent the amount of money
collected from all the drinks fiom each branch respectively.

Or

Or

The cost of all the ingredients per day for Branch l, B, C and D is
shown in the table below.

All ents for drinks
In SGDBranch InUSD
27A
16.20B t2
21.6016C

23D

5ei

Find the value ofp and
:20
: 31.05

p

12)5ell The rental and operating cost per day for Branch A, B, C and D rs

shown in the table below.

Branch Rental & Operating
Cost (SGD)

A 40
B 45

C 50

D 60

Using matrix operations, calculate tle total amount of profit in
SGD Adam made that

)

40

50 5)
36.4

The total amount ofprofit Adam made is $ 150.15.

)

142

\
7

4

4

8

5

50

75

4.8

36.

l
l=t'
)

)1
16.20

(
(1r11)l

\.

21.60
3 1.05 ir)33

33.95

60

5

11

/\
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6 44 boys ran the 2.4 kn and their timings are shown in the table.

t
minutes

Frequenc

8<r<9 9<r<10 lO<r<11 17<t <12 12<t <13 13 < r < 1

6I h 12 1l k

6a The estimated mean timing is 11.477 minutes. Estimate to the
nearest integer the value ofi and the value of&.

t4l

l+h+12+ll+k+6=44
h+ k :14

1(8.s) + n (9.5) +12(10.s) +l1(r 1.5) + r (12.s) + 6(13.5)
=11.477

44
9.5h+12.5k =162.988

9.5(t4 - k) +12.sk = t62.988

3k =29.988
k =9.996

=10
So r:4

6b Estimate the standard deviation. tll
Standard Deviation = - (tt.tll)z = 1.270 lminutes

44

6c Explain why in this case, the mean is better than the median as a
measure of central tendency.

trl

There are no outliers.

6d Anottrer group of35 boys ran the 2.4 km and their mean and
standard

deviation werc 1 1 .7 minutes and 2. l0 minutes respectively.
Comment on

the timingq of these two groups of boys.
The fust group of boys is faster as their mean of 1L477 minutes
is less than the mean of the second group with mean 11.7 minutes.

The timings for the fust group is more consistent as their standard
deviation of 1.27 minutes is less than that for the second group at
2.10 minutes.

7 It is given that point I lies on the y-axis while point B lies on the.r-
axis such that

OB = 2OA, wherc O is the origin. given that the line l8 passes
the

t3l
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, find the equation of the line l84

2

,
Equation of linel8 is in the form y=,8+ c and using the given

point (a,1,
2

5l- =-'(4)+c
n1

9c=-
,|

Gradient of line lB : -

v
AB

19=--x+-
22

8 In the diagram, line lB and line CD are t,ngents to point I and

point D respectively on the circumference olthe cir;le srith centre

O . Atgle DAE = 33" , angle ECD = 59" and AEC is a straight

lne. E, F, and G are points on the circumference of the circle.

A
B

E

t1lFind angle EOD.Ea
at circumference)e EOD = 66" an le at centre = 2

Find e EFD8b
EFD:33" ( in same segment

Find angle EGD8c
emoppsEGD = 147"

tzlEd A circle is drawn with the line AC as its diameter

Point D will
not lie on the circumference ofthe circle

Explain why
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AngleADC:180" 59" - 33' - 88', and is not 90o, anele in
semicircle prooefi does not applv and hence ,4 will not lie on the
circumference of the circle.

8e L::oe AB and CD are extended and meet at Z Find the ATD,
Angle ADC = 180' - 33' - 59' : 88'
Angle ODA: angle OAD :90o- 88o = 20. (tan perpendicular to
rad, base ofisosceles triangle)
Angle BAD - 90o 20 - 88' (tan perpendicular to rad)

e ATD - 180' - 88' - 88' : 4' (an e sum oftrian e

9 Mr Chan driving a car at 50 krnlh passes a lamppost A and stops

at lamppost B, one hour later. When Mr Chan passes the lamppost
A, Mr Lim, on a motorcycle, starts from A and overtakes Mr
Chan. The motorcycle has uniform acceleration of 80 km/h2. The
speed-time graphs of Mr Chan and Mr Lim are shown in the
diagram.

Speed (km/h)

50
Mr Chan

20

0720
Time (h)

Lim

0
0700

9ai Find the ofthe car at 0715 h.

rTrT= rzo\
[ro] lro]
,=55=27 I k /hT'

Time (h)
071s 0720

50 s

s

20

0

5

0700

Speed (krntr)

Mr Chan
30
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9ai
i

Find the speed ofthe motorcycle at 0745 h. tll

Speed (tm/h)

v-0
ro, )
[60/

MrLim
=80

v = 60 km,/h

0
0700

Time (h)
0745

9ai
ii

Find the time, to the nearest minute, the motorcycle overtakes the

car, glven that it was between 0720 h and 0745 h
t4)

Let r minutes be the time taken by Mr. Lim to overtake Mr. Chan

Speed (hm/lt)

50
Mr Chan

Lim

20

0

0720 0745 0800

Time (h)

I minutes

Distance travelled by Mr Chan from 0700 to 0720

=11s0*zo;'4=5 t-
2 60 3

Distrrc€ tavelled by Mr Chan ftom 0720 until overtaken

=(*P)''='-320 km

Distance travelled by Mr Lim from 0700 until overtaking Mr Chan

=ll*"['o,ir]'**
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At the overtaking time,
Distance travelled by Mr Chan = Distance travelled by Mr Lim

35 +t -20 _ t2
3390

" ( 
",<t" =90' l'^+

Ir
,-20)

-)= 1050 + 30, - 600

t2 -3ot - 4so = o

r = -(-:o) t (-:o)2 -+(r)(-+so)
2(t)

=40.9808 oi _10.9808(NA)

The time is 0741 h.

9b Sketch the acceleration time graph- for ]r{r. Chan. t2l
Acceleration from0700to 0720 = " -'u 

= -96 1o16z
20

60

Acceleration from 0745 to 0800 = 
20 - 0 

= -40 km/tr2
15

60

Acceleration (kmlh2)

0 Time (h)
20 0 5

-80
-90

l0 The diagram below shows a rectansle with hreadf} ( r +t s\ cm Th

centre at,4 has a radius of
10 crn. The semicircle with centre at B and the semicircle with centre C are

congnrent and each has a radius
of r cm. The small circle with centre A touches the semicircles at point D and E

The line lO bisects the
length of the rectangle and is a tangmt to both of the semicircles.

cm

H

. r.irnle uith
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e 11P

110a AC.in terms of r, for theWrite down an

,46 = (x +10)cm

1in terms of x, for theWrite down an OAl0b
OA

OA

= (r +ls

=(x+s) cm

) -ro

t3l10c Hence, write down an equation and show that it simplifies to

i -tox-ls=0.
ACz = OA2 + OC2

(x +to)2 = (x + s)2 + I
x2 + 20x +l0O = * +llx + 25 + *
-l +l}x +75 = 0

I -tox -ts = o

I2l10d * -tox-ls =0.Solve the

f -tox-ls=o
(r -ts)(x + s) = 0

x=15 or t=-5

10e Hence, find the shaded area.

Shaded area: nRz +rr2:r(15'+102
e 1021.01

= 1020 cm2

A couple intends to purchase a HDB
loan from a

financial institution. The formula to calculate the monthly
mortgage PaYment is

flat and they intend to take a11
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I (
(,*

)
)

II I
P

r00 100
M: (

[,*
)"
)-lI 00

Where M is the monthly mortgage paJmrent, P is the principal
loan amount, i is the monthly interest rate, and n is the number
of mooths required to rqray the loan.
(Source; httos://www.businessinsider com/personal-finance/how-
to-calculate-mort Ease-
payment#:-:texFWo2UyouYo2iw ant%20to%20do,0.04%2F 12%2
0%3D%200.0033)

11
a

If the couple takes a $100000 loan to be rspaid in 10 years, find
the total interest paid as a percentage ofthe loan, assuming an
interest rate of 2% per annum.

t3l

P:IOOOOO i 2l
n :1Oxl2 : l2O

la
L]'

6

P
(

I I+
)1 00 1 00

M:
)n

)-l
i

1+
1 00

(t(
I )120

)

)
100000 llr

600 l.'' 600

1

600)
120

1+ 1

= 920.1345 = $920.13

11

b
The couple intends to take a loan from a financial institution. so
they will need to pay 25o/o of the price as dorvn payment. For the
down-payment, they intend to pay up to $50000.

An online search yielded infonnation in the tables below.

2021 Prices in S

t3l

PartnerlnLeaming
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$350,000 to

$380,000
164,000 to
248,000

205,000 to
42t,000Room

550,000
20,000 to$31 1,000 to

17,000our-Room
253,000 to

81,000

725,000
23,000 to 520,000 to

700,000ive-Room $516,000
,000 to

(Source: https://www.hdb.gov.sg/residential/buyrng-a-
fl atlresale/getting-started/types-of-fl ats)

Determine all the types of flats that the couple can consider

Source: httos://www f--o
resale-flat-ec-and-

bto-flat-.com.ss/blos/oosts
-m-smgaDore

25o/o of the 202lProperty Prices in Sin

From the table, the following flats are within the couple's means:

1. IIDB BTO Flats (Non-Mature Estates) Two-Room (Flexi),

2. Some HDB BTO Flats (Mature Estates) Two-Room (Flexi)

in the lower price range

3. Some HDB BTO Flats (Non-Mature Estates) Three-Room

in the lower price range.

$34,250 to
$69,250

Two-Room
(Flexi)

$22,500 to
$40,500

Past th€

$s0000
limit

$51,250 to
$105,2s0

$41,000 to
$62,000

Three-
Room

Past the
50000
limit

Past the $50000 $

limit
Past the $50000
limitFour-Room
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Altematively, snce 25o/o is S50000, the full price is budgeted at
$200000.

From the table, the following flats are within the couple's means:
1. IIDB BTO Flats (Non-Mature Estates) Two-Room (Flexi),
2. Some HDB BTO Flats (Mature Estates) Two-Room (Flexi)

in the lower price range
3. Some HDB BTO Flats (Non-Mature Estates) Three-Room

in the lower price range.
11c Based on the information given in the tables only, give the type of

flat that gives the best value for the money spent. State one
assumption that the couple could have made.

t3l

Since there is a range ofprices, use the midpoint for each range to
calculate price per sq m.
l. HDB BTO Flats (Non-Mature Estates) Tv/o-Room (Flexi),

Midpoint: $126000,
For 36 sq m, price per sq m is $126000 / 36: $3500
For 45 sq m, price per sq m is $126000 / 45 : $2800

IIDB BTO Flats (Mature Estates) Two-Room (Flexi)
Midpoint - $207000,
For 36 sq m, price per sq m is $207000 / 36: $5750
For 45 sq m, price per sq m is 9207000 / 45: $4600

3. IIDB BTO Flats (Non-Mature Estates) Three-Room in the
lower price range
Midpoint = $206000. Midpoint: 62.5 sq m
Price per sq m is $206000 / 62.5 : $3296

Based on the price per sq m criterion, the fust choice is a HDB BT
Flats (Non-Mature Estates) Two-Room (Flexi) 45 sq m.

2

OR
HDB BTO Flats (Non-Mature Estates) Two-Room (Flexi),
For 36 sq m, price per sq m is $2500 to $4500
For 45 sq m, price per sq m is $2000 to $$3600

5. Some HDB BTO Flats (Mature Estates) Two-Room (Flexi)
in the lower price range
For 36 sq m, price per sq m is $3805.56 to $7694.44
For 45 sq m, price per sq m is $30214.214 to $6155.56

6. Some HDB BTO Flats (Non-Mahre Estatss) Three-Room in
the lower price range
For 60 sq m, price per sq m is 92733.33 to $4133.33
For 65 sq m, price per sq m is $2523.08 to $3815.38

4
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Based on the price per sq m criterion, the first choice is a HDB BT
Flats (Non-Mature Estates) Two-Room @lexi) 45 sq m in the lowe
pnce range

Assumption, only one is needed:
1 . The prices of the different t)?es of housing remains stable

regardless of region.
2. All the different types of flats are available.
3. Without detailed information, the couple assumes that for

each floor area, there can be the full range ofprices, e.g. for a

45 m2 flat, the prices can range from $90,000 to $162,000.
4. Without detailed information, either the range of minimum to

maximum, or the midpoint can be used for calculation.
In each oategory, the lowest price corresponds to the smallqst floor
area, and the higher price corresponds to the larger floor area.

The variables ofx and 7 are connected by the equafion

i2+ -'l6x
Some corresponding values ofx and y, corr€ct to two decimal
places, are given in the table below.

2.5 3I 1.5 2x 0.5

-0.83-t.29 *1.33 -1.16p -0.83

t2

v
t llt2

u
Find the value ofp.

Subx=0.5andy=pinto y = _+_-1
6x

0.52 2o=-+--3pt.04'60.5

72

t3lt2
b

Use a scale of2 cm to represent 1 uni! draw a horizontal x-axis
fromo < r < 6. Use a scale of 4 crn to represent I unit, draw a

vorticaly-axis from-Z 3 Y < 4 .

On your axes, plot the points given in the table and join them with
a smooth curve.
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l2c x-
Use your graph to find the solutions of --6

2
+

x
20 t2)

From the graph, when y = -1,
, = 1.1 16(10.2) or x * 2.769(102)

x- z

3 I

+

qr
+

-20x
2

6x
Y=-l

g
f

+

- 21 0l
x
7

t2
d

By drawing a tangent, find the gradient of the curve at (f,-o.af) . t2)

Draw a tangsnt at (3,-0.$)

Therefore gradient * 0.878 + 0.2

12e
I

On the same axes, draw the line of with gradient -0.5 that passes

through the point with coordinates (+,-t) .

tll

x I 3

I

0

0: -0.5 -0.5
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Bl for two parallel lines (one is y = -6.5, and the other is parallel to ! ='0.5x
and pass through (+,-t) )

tll12e
lt

Write down the equation of this lioe.

From the graph, .y = -0.5.r +l

t2)Write down the x-coordinates of the points where the line intersects

the curve.
12e
llt

x * o.544{r0.2) or x * 3.29(*0.2)

tzlThese values ofx are the solutions ofthe equation

f + A-i -24x+ B = 0. Find the value of A md of B.

12e
iv

The values of x are the solutions for the pair ofsimultaneous
equationsiz
y = -+ --3 and 7 = -0.5r +l

6x

+
0.5-r 'l

] t2- =3
6x

x3 +12-l8lr = -31 +G

I +12-18x+3i -6r=0
I +31 -24x+12=0

Therefore I =3 nd B =12
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